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Abstract. The participation of citizens in government issues can bring to life 
the principles of democracy, making use also of the electronic channels.  
However, when the citizens are asked to participate in consultative and 
deliberative processes, they individually receive information from different 
communication media. Thus, it is not possible to verify whether the individuals 
have reached maturity in the issues discussed on the Web. The purpose of this 
paper is to show our proposal to evaluate the degree of maturity during the 
democratic decision-making process on the Web, engaging citizens by using a 
virtual community. The ‘Democratic Citizenship Community’ (DCC) was 
specified based on an investigation of a Government-Citizen Interaction Model, 
oriented toward discussion and voting. The Degree of Maturity Method 
(DMM), used to evaluate the DCC, is structured into levels: Immature, Poorly 
Mature, Mature and Sufficiently Mature, using a set of metrics to verify the 
effectiveness of the e-Participation process. 

Keywords: e-Participation, e-Democracy, deliberation, community, decision-
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1   Introduction 

In a democracy power can be exercised by many, it is the people’s expectations that 
prevail in all political decisions. The participation of citizens, in particular, can make 
democracy feasible, since it generates a continuous flow of information between the 
citizens and the government, assisting both in the decision-making process. Electronic 
democracy (e-Democracy) can facilitate such an enterprise, promoting the discussion 
of specific subjects or issues, or helping in decision-making. It means that the citizens 
reflect on social conditions and express their opinions in ongoing debates through the 
use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) [22]. 

But can the democratic process become electronic just by changing the way services 
are rendered by the government? Typically, the development of e-Democracy has 
followed a relatively predictable model [24]: the organizations offer information and add 
services, then embark on attempts to add e-Participation tools. The implementation of 
true e-Democracy requires a careful and comprehensive methodology to secure the 
construction of an effective infrastructure that will encourage ease of use and, 
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consequently, citizen participation in decision-making. It is interesting to see the initiative 
of many governments to promote digital inclusion, providing the actual physical 
infrastructure, but does not necessarily guarantee participatory decision-making. 
Development of e-Democracy programs by governments will require significant human 
and financial resources to conduct e-Voting and e-Consultations [20]. 

It has become clear that countries are at a nascent stage of development of e-
Democracy [20]. Distinct methods to promote citizen participation in decision-
making can be adopted by countries, including referenda, public hearings/inquiries, 
public opinion surveys, negotiated rule making, consensus conference, 
citizens’jury/panel, citizen/public advisory committee or focus group [21]. In Brazil, 
the democratic regime is essentially representative, as government representatives are 
selected by way of elections. Direct manifestations of people’s sovereignty, according 
to the Constitution of the Federative Republic of Brazil, include referendums, 
plebiscites and citizen initiatives. Other government entities in different fields, e.g. 
collegiate bodies in education, include small groups of representatives which are 
selected by a larger group in order to decide on specific matters. 

Despite various available e-Participation applications with different goals and with 
distinct tools on the Internet [6][13][24], generally speaking, consultative processes 
have taken place via e-mail, chat or discussion forums, although these can present 
problems with regard to discussion structuring and information retrieval. Deliberation 
takes place separately through surveys often exploring general topics without 
generating a preliminary discussion of such topics. 

Considering the studies related to the use of ICTs in the consultative and 
deliberative processes on the Web [6][13] and the deficiencies presented by some of 
these tools, as well as the existence of strategies used by the traditional medias to 
attract the participation of the public, the measure method and a model to support the 
Government-Citizen Interactive Model is proposed [13]. To engage citizens, a virtual 
community to interact on governmental issues, a ‘Democratic Citizenship 
Community’ (DCC) is created. Because of the importance of ease of use, the DCC 
wireframes are discussed in this paper. With a DCC we intend to engage citizens and 
to investigate whether they develop maturity for the decision-making process. We 
believe that if the consultative and deliberative processes are integrated within the 
same communication media (in this case, the Internet) it becomes possible to measure 
the degree of maturity in decision-making. The Degree of Maturity Method (DMM) 
proposed is structured in four levels: Immature, Poorly Mature, Mature and 
Sufficiently Mature. In order to measure the DMM using these levels, we use a group 
of indicators, suggesting metrics and classifications useful for the subsequent 
construction of an evaluation tool. 

2   Virtual Communities and Decision-Making in E-Democracy 

The Virtual Communities (VCs) are an extension of the communities in the real 
world. However, there is not a direct relation with the geographic localization of the 
involved members, but a union for common interests. The challenge in using virtual 
communities is that they are not always capable of keeping the same level of 
collaboration, motivation and involvement of the real communities. 
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A virtual community must possess four elements that characterize [8]: the clear 
definition of the group; the interaction between the members; the linking between the 
members, and the exchange of information in a common place.  

Several methodologies have been proposed for studies of the VCs [4]. According 
to de Souza and Preece [4], although the interest for online communities continues to 
grow it is questioned what distinguishes the successful communities, in which there 
exists a constant flow of messages, from those with few or no activity. Little attention 
is given to the evaluation of online communities, and even successful books do not 
list evaluation or tests in their summaries [10][16][18]. Other researchers have tried to 
adapt the evaluation by using metric systems of Human-Computer Interaction [4][17]. 
Researchers and developers of online communities are most worried in trying to 
understand the dynamics of the communities online[11] [17][19].  

Developers of virtual communities must simultaneously deal with communication, 
motivation, leadership, and technology [11]. Regarding communication, these authors 
comment that posting and viewing are fundamental elements in the ongoing life of 
any virtual community. Motivating members who are physically dispersed to actively 
participate in their community is difficult. Another factor is that a lack of social 
presence creates communication weakness in any virtual community. Social presence 
is critical for effective communications in many social/work contexts, because this 
indicates the degree to which the medium facilitates awareness of other people and 
interpersonal relationships during an interaction [5]. According to Nielsen [14], in 
most virtual communities, 90% of users are lurkers who never contribute, 9% of users 
contribute a little, and 1% of users account for almost all the action. It is also difficult 
for community leaders to reach a consensus on common goals or interests among 
heterogeneous community members in terms of age, education, and profession 
[1][11]. Technical factors, such as stable IT-infrastructure and software that promotes 
discussion, can stimulate member participation [7].  

In a preliminary analysis of 47 governmental and non-governmental communities 
available on the Internet, of national and international levels, distinct areas of 
performance had been identified (for example: government, entertainment, 
relationship and businesses). Such communities make use of resources for interaction 
with and between the users, making possible a diversification of actions. Recent 
researches on ICTs in Brazil pointed the interest in VCs (46,57% of use) by the 
Brazilian users [2]. 

Current virtual communities have many social characteristics, without focusing on 
democracy, and they fail to encourage citizen participation in the actual decision-
making process. The object of our study is to develop a strategy that will ensure and 
measure the communication between the government and the citizens, allowing 
deliberation about important social issues. We believe that virtual communities are a 
successful alternative for Internet interaction between the government and the 
citizens, as they are socially attractive and support a participatory model for e-
Democracy. Determinative factors in the effectiveness of the decision-making process 
in consultations and deliberations in the VCs had been determined in our research and 
investigated [13]. According to Riley [20], the question of engaging large numbers of 
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people in e-Voting and/or e-Participation was the central issue to all of the discussions 
and plans about the future of e-Democracy.  

Decisions are made in response to a problem that needs to be solved, a requirement 
that needs to be met or an objective that needs to be accomplished.  In other words, a 
sequence of steps or phases succeeding each other and known as the decision-making 
process. Thus, by focusing on the democratic consultative and deliberative process on 
the Web we attempt to measure the degree of maturity in decision-making in e-
Participation. We propose the Degree of Maturity Method (DMM), initially with four 
increasing levels:  

1. Immature: initial process, unpredictable, conditional on the acceptance of an 
invitation for participation in the VC. Indirectly, it shows the interest of a given public 
in a certain theme proposition. 

2. Poorly Mature: a participatory consultative process that involves an interest in 
discussion rather than in voting. 

3. Mature: a participatory deliberative process that involves an interest in voting 
rather than in discussion. 

4. Sufficiently Mature: a participatory process, effective and deliberative, whereby 
the citizen participates in all activities, with satisfactory frequency.  

In order to measure each level, we propose some metrics, as presented in Table 1 
below. In formal terms, metrics is an indicator or scale that allows us to quantify an 
attribute of a product of the software development process or the conception process 
itself. The expression ‘product’ can apply both to requirement definitions and to 
functional specifications, source code or executable code. 

Table 1. Metrics defined initially at define the Degree of Maturity Method on the Web 

Levels Metrics  
Immature Citizen registration in VC; candidacy as moderator 
Poorly Mature Number of postings in the discussion by topic (pro-against); 

number of justifications posted in the discussion; viewing of 
community content; performance of  moderator 

Mature Participation in voting 
Sufficiently 
Mature 

participation in the entire process; use of other spaces (socialization 
and library); respect the use of rules; trust 

 
In regards to the metrics associated to software quality [9], they include several 

characteristics, the most popular characteristics being: functionality, reliability, 
usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability. As the application is intended for 
the Web environment and given the e-Participation objectives of the research, we will 
allow accessibility. Another metric to be investigated is sociability, as we are dealing 
with VCs [18].   

How the proposed space is organized around a VC, the aspects of the conception of 
a ‘Democratic Citizenship Community’ and its structure to support a e-democratic 
process are argued below. 
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3   Democratic Citizenship Community 

In our research we specify a Government-Citizen Interactive Model [18] structured in 
phases, and we use DemIL [12], Democratic Interaction Language, the aim of which 
is to promote discussion and deliberation. The process starts with some definitions by 
the government such as type of manifestation and calendar (phase 1). To engage 
citizens we propose the creation of a virtual community for citizens to interact on 
governmental issues, one that is structured by geographic and thematic categorization 
of the participants and election of popular representatives, among other things (phase 
2). The debate phase (phase 4), in particular, requires structuring to facilitate 
discussion of the demands (phase 3) and to facilitate Web integrated information 
retrieval, with qualitative and statistical analysis of data (phase 5). Thus, the posting 
of opinions forces the citizen to give an opinion, pro or against, on the relevant topic 
and to justify his/her vote. Then the final voting takes place. The existence and 
performance of a moderator are also modeled. This facilitates a deliberative strategy 
whereby the prioritized demands (phase 5) are presented for voting (phase 6). In order 
for citizens, government and moderators to actually engage in discussion, we propose 
a DemIL, which can be useful not only for the application proposed here but also for 
other models of direct participation of the citizens in decision-making. 

In the Interactive Model proposed, the modeling of electronic participation takes 
into account the characteristics of an audiovisual plan. Through discussion we seek a 
consensus so as to allow informed voting. In this intermediate phase we use some 
characteristics of techniques for decision-making. For electronic voting, we use some 
characteristics identified in the format of Reality Shows. Considering previous studies 
[13] we structure the participation environment according to phases and activities 
discussed below and with these characteristics. 

The study suggested in this work is especially concerned with the phase 2 (virtual 
community of citizens) of the model, however it integrates almost all the phases. One 
of the phases defined in the DemIL is data clustering. This phase is not used in the 
‘Democratic Citizenship Community’ (DCC), although the demands could be 
summarized and later be attached to the result of the deliberation. Through the 
conception of the DCC it is intended to engage the citizens in the consultative and 
deliberative processes and to verify if these, in fact, ripen during the process of 
decision making, in view of fact that he/she will access distinct information and 
communication integrated to the environment.  

The DCC search to guarantee the effectiveness of the e-Participation of the citizens in 
the consultative and deliberative processes through the following components: a profile 
of citizens, the register of the popular representatives and/or demands, a component for 
debate, linked to a library of information, a space of socialization, a component for voting 
and another one for deliberation.  

The components of the DCC have distinct functionalities. The Debate, by methods 
of manifestation, is organized as proposed in the DemIL [12] that separates the 
opinions in "agree" and "not agree", with the respective justifications. A stated period 
is settled for the summarized presentation of the final results for region/thematic, 
managed by the moderator. After this phase the members are stimulated to vote, in 
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Fig. 1. Democratic Citizenship Community  

 
determined turns, and the results will be tuned available in the deliberation 
environment. See Figure 1, below. 

The stimulation to a effective participation and a continuous process in the 
community is a challenge [4][10][11][14][15][17][19], emphasized in this research. 
The effectiveness of the decision-making process in the DCC will be measured 
through the analysis of the data remover from the environment. With the use of 
techniques of observation and statistics of use are investigated some metrics as 
specified in the DMM. At last, through a questionnaire available in the environment, 
the satisfaction of the participants will be measured. See the methodology proposed in 
the next section, as well as the DCC project. 

3.1   Methodology and DCC Project 

The methodology adopted in this research includes both bibliographical and applied 
research and is executed in four phases, as is generally described in Table 2 below.   

Table 2. Research phases, steps and techniques 

Phase Steps Techniques  
Phase 
I 

Conception of Democratic Citizenship 
Community 
1. Conceptual Model of a DCC 
2. Interface Project 
3. Implementation 

1.1. Analysis of domain and 
user/Scenarios 
1.2. WebML diagrams 
2.1. Prototyping (Wireframes) 
2.2. Prototype evaluation  
3.1. Database/Web language 

Phase 
II 

Execution of case study: DCC Use management 
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Table 2.(continued) 

Phase 
III 

a) Definition of indicators to evaluate the degree 
of maturity in decision-making 
b) Data analysis 
1.  Register participants profile  
2.  Register moderators  
3.  Postings for discussion (pro and against) by 
theme/demand 
4. Performance of moderator 
5. Existence of justification for opinions  
6. Participation in the voting by theme/demand 
7. Viewing of community context 
8. Use of socializing Space  
9. Use of library 
10. Satisfaction of participants 

a) Tool to measure the Degree 
of Maturity Method - DMM 
b) Data Analysis 
1 to 9: 
 
Observation 
Statistics of Use 
 
10:  Questionnaire 
 

Phase 
IV 

Analysis of the DMM regarding DCC  Theory and Practice 

This paper aims to discuss with the scientific community some important research 
strategies adopted in the phases I and III, prior to carrying out phase II and IV. 

As regards the Conception of DCC, we are generally investigating:  

a) Analysis of domain and user: the public in question is the Brazilian citizen, who is 
typically a universal user with a range of skills. In order to model the application, we 
searched the Web for consultative and deliberative environments, analyzing both 
domestic and international e-government initiatives and, as regards communication, 
we found some successful interaction techniques. We also consider some successful 
techniques for securing the quality of a Web application, with emphasis on usability 
[6], sociability [18] and accessibility [6]. 

b) Requirements specifications: next we present some requirement specifications to 
develop the application, which are classified as functional and non-functional. See 
Table 3. 

c) Modeling in WebML: once the information is collected from document analysis, 
observation of Internet environments and elicitation of requirements, we define the 
entities and attributes that will compose the DCC database, with the relevant 
relationships. Besides the database structure, DCC design in WebML [3] still counts on 
the hypertext model and with the definition of the elements of the graphic interface.  

d) Wireframes: to better discuss and model the system we developed wireframes for 
major DCC interfaces. We place emphasis on this step because the quality of the user 
interface is of critical importance for the e-Democracy environment. We will briefly 
introduce some of them. The wireframes were projected in Portuguese Language, 
considering the case study proposed, in colored interfaces. 

With homepage the user can login to the DCC or register as a new user. The 
opening text informs: ‘Democratic Citizenship Community is a place to discuss 
matters of common interest which supports voting. Get informed, post your opinion 
and help decide’. See Figure 2 below. After registering or logging in to the DCC, the 
user is directed to his/her ‘Profile’, which shows personal information in the form of a 
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‘personal document’, and time left before open discussions and voting close, all in an 
attempt to stimulate the citizen to participate. Figure 3 below illustrates this interface. 

Table 3. Requirements specifications of the DCC 

Classification Principal Requirement 
Funcional 
requirements 

Allow only registered users to access the system, according to profile. 
Allow registration of citizens providing name, city, district, identification 
card number, date of birth (year is optional), experience with computers 
(beginner, intermediate, expert), occupation, type of involvement (none, 
follower, volunteer, delegate, consultant, other), telephone (optional), e-
mail address, Website (optional), photo (optional) and free text (optional). 
Allow registration of users, distinguishing between Administrator and Citizen. 
Allow the administrator to register the type of public manifestation being 
started (referenda, public opinion surveys, focus group, among others) 
Allow the administrator to control opening and closing dates for 
consultative and deliberative processes. 
Allow registration of regions and districts. 
Allow registration of thematic groups (Education, Health, Transportation, 
among others) and/or sub thematic groups, done by the administrator. 
Allow the user to be a moderator in the discussions. 
Send e-mails inviting new participants to join in, as done by the citizen. 
Send e-mails with scheduled dates for citizens to participate in 
consultative and deliberative activities, as well as the results. Notifying e-
mails are automatically sent to citizens. The administrator can register a 
standard message to be used when sending the e-mail. 
Allow the administrator to view the history of participants. 
Allow access to discussions in public mode. 
Allow profiles to be edited by the user. 
Allow the administrator to define the number of voting rounds and the 
number of options undergoing voting (2 or 3). 
Allow the citizen to register demands and participate in open discussions, 
according to Thematic and Geographic Categorization. 
Forbid anonymous postings in the discussions. 
Allow citizens to view other citizens’ profiles, by thematic and geographic 
category. 
Allow the Moderator to intervene in the discussions, whenever required, 
deleting invalid opinions. 
Provide a key-word search mechanism for searching logged demands and 
discussions. 
Provide citizens with a use recommendation system for the environment, 
with statistics of use by category and by user. 
Enable citizens to vote after the discussions, with rounds and deadlines 
predefined by the administrator, given the options available. 
Each citizen is allowed to vote only once in each discussion, following the 
round. 
Provide access to an information library with downloadable files in different 
formats (pdf, mp3, etc), register links by thematic and geographic category. 
Provide citizens with an environment for exchange of information, with a 
coffee-bar, a chat room and a message board. 
Allow generation of a printable report on the consultative and deliberative 
process. 
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Table 3.(continued) 

Non-functional 
Requirement 
 
a) Reliability 
b) Usability  
c) Portability  
d) Efficiency 
e) 
Maintainability 
f) Accessibility 

a) The system should be capable of restoring faults in case form-related 
problems occur; voting must be secret.  
b) The system should provide contextual help; the system should have a 
help menu organized by topic to dispel any doubts users may present; use 
buttons with visibility when voting; computer-inexperienced users must 
find the system easy to use and intuitive; in order to effect voting, a 
confirmation by the user is required; the system should use configuration 
assistants. 
c) The system will run on Web platform; system data is stored in a 
database; the information library files must be available in pdf, mp3 and 
other interoperative formats. 
d) The system should be available 24/7, following set deadlines; response 
time should be kept to a minimum. 
e) The system should be easy to adapt to other applications; the system 
should be easy to test 
f) The system should be available to users with special needs. 

 

 

Fig. 2. DCC Homepage Fig. 3. Citizen Profile 
 
By using the ‘Discussion’ link the user can pick the demands (topics) he/she wants 

to discuss, in the relevant location, following theme propositions that are predefined 
by the administrator (see Figure 4). The latest demands are listed and by accessing 
them it is also possible to view the opinion of other participants. According to the 
DemIL language proposal, the citizen must issue a pro or against opinion regarding 
the theme under discussion and justify his/her opinion. By clicking on the ‘New 
Demand’ button it is possible to include new demands for discussion in the DCC. 
Once the desired demand is selected, the citizen decides on his/her final vote, in the 
‘Voting’ link (see Figure 5). It is possible to post a justification for the vote and also 
to view pro and against justifications from other users. During ‘Discussion’ and 
‘Voting’, the demands are listed and divided by theme, it being possible to vote for 
each one of them during the period predefined by the administrator. 

The system administrator can register and manage the calendar using the 
environment’s diary; register standard messages to be sent to citizens, notifying them 
of process date and final result date; register the regions and theme propositions 
where consultation and deliberation will take place; define the type of manifestation 
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(referenda, public opinion surveys, focus group, among others) when the process opens; and 
define data viewing strategies for discussion and voting. See the Figure 6. 

The Digital Library provide access to an information library with downloadable 
files in different formats (pdf, mp3, etc), register links by thematic and geographic 
category (see Figure 7). Already, the Socialization Space provide to citizens an 
environment for exchange of information, with a coffee-bar, a chat room and a 
message board (see Figure 8). See this  wireframes below. 

 

Fig. 4. Discussion by theme/demand Fig. 5. Demands Voting 

 

Fig. 6. Administrator View 

 

 

Fig. 7. Digital Library Fig. 8. Socialization Space 
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The DCC have also one help using it to clarify questions about the use of this 
environment, for topics and FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions. 
e) Evaluation of the interfaces: the prototypes will be evaluated, considering the 
domain of government sites, following heuristic proposals in g-Quality Method [6] 
and sociability [18]. 
f) Case study DCC (Phase II): A later implementation of the DCC should include 
collegiate focus group in education as a case study to measure the decision-making. 
This system has already been introduced in Universidade Federal Fluminense (Rio de 
Janeiro - Brazil) and, potentially, in Universidade de Coimbra (Coimbra - Portugal). 
We believe that the transferability to other countries, with different cultural 
backgrounds, deserves deeper discussion.  
g) Data analysis (Phase III): this step will be done after the case study, using the 
Degree of Maturity Method, allowing a wide range of data analysis (Phase IV), 
comparing applied research with biographical studies.  

4   Conclusions 

Previous researches show that we currently lack models and tools for integrating 
citizen input in e-Government process. By researching the existing relationship 
between televising techniques and virtual interaction strategies as well as the resulting 
participation of citizens in debate environments, we can conceive the Government-
Citizen Interactive Model. The citizens are organized in a VC structured to that end. 
That way it is possible to promote e-Participation and e-Voting, the decision-making 
process being a reflection of consultations, voting and deliberations.  

The main contributions of this research are to: enhance participatory access by the 
citizens in e-Democracy processes; provide an integrated means for consultation and 
voting, facilitating the exercise of citizenship by the citizens while securing 
transparency in the activities of governmental bodies; evaluate if maturity has been 
reached in the discussion of governmental issues as well as individual and collective 
responsibility in decision-making; develop a tool to measure the degree of maturity in 
active and responsible e-Participation regarding decision-making, and provide a 
model for the creation of discussion and deliberation environments on the Web, 
adaptable to other devices and applications. 

Research studies on ongoing VCs also add value by considering issues, such as 
methods to inspect usability, accessibility and sociability; the role and power of the 
moderator in the decision-making, and the reputation of the citizen. The issues of trust 
and security in e-Democracy, data-protection and privacy are essential to e-
Government applications and deserve to be investigated. Other serious challenges are 
posed in the search for e-Democracy, since the use of such systems by millions of 
citizens (e.g. in national discussions) highly increases the complexity of both DCC 
and DMM proposals; it can be misused by influential groups or by political activist; 
the existence of ill-intentioned hackers, invisible participants (lurking); and credibility 
should be ensured regarding the relevant information exchange among the 
participants.  

The conception of a DCC for citizen interaction with governmental issues allows 
us to verify the effectiveness and continuation of an consultative and deliberative 
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process on the Web, allowing us to assess citizen behaviour in the decision-making 
process In this manner we are developing a way to institutionalize interaction between 
citizens and governments. It is also possible to learn about the behavior of the citizen, 
who is identifiable within the virtual community and whose decision-making will be 
categorized according to the DMM. 
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